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Abstract – The face is one of the simplest ways to differentiate the individual identity of every other. Face 

recognition is a particular identification system that uses the characteristics of a person to identify the person's 

identity. The mortal face recognition procedure principally consists of two phases, videlicet face discovery, where 

this process takes place veritably fleetly in humans, except under conditions where the object is located at a short 

distance down, the coming is the preface, which recognizes a face as individualizes. Processing of mortal faces finds 

operation in colorful disciplines like law enforcement and surveillance, entertainment (interactive videotape 

games), information security, smart cards, etc. Several of these operations are interactive and bear dependable and 

fast face processing. A general face processing system may comprise face discovery, recognition, shadowing, and 

picture. Real-time face Identification and picture are challenging due to dynamic changes in human movements, 

expressions, and patterns. Also, more astronomically, the literalism of digital mortal representations is a crucial 

question for a range of new media other than immersive virtual surroundings, like videoconferencing, mobile 

telephony, online gaming, instant messaging, and any other media that includes online representations of druggies. 

To break the problem, we've trained a FaceNet convolutional neural network on the data which was collected 

related to the faces of individualities. Our model was suitable to classify the face up to a delicacy of 98. 

Keywords – FaceNet, Face Recognition. 

Introduction 

       Over the last ten years approximately , face recognition has become a well-liked area of research in computer 

vision. Face recognition is additionally one among the foremost successful applications of image analysis and 

understanding. Because of the nature of the problem of face recognition, not only computer science, researchers are 

interested in it, but neuroscientists and psychologists are also interested in the same. It is the general opinion that 
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advances in computer vision research will provide useful insights to neuroscientists and psychologists into how the 

human brain works and vice versa. The topic of real-time face recognition for video and complex real-world 

environments has garnered tremendous attention for students to attend class daily means online attendance system as 

well as a security system based on face recognition. The automated face recognition system is a big challenging 

problem and has gained much attention in the last few decades. There are many approaches in this field. Modern face 

recognition systems intended for complex environments have attracted huge attention in recent decades. Face 

recognition systems that are automated may be a developing technology that has garnered tons of interest. There exist 

different conventional algorithms, which are used in developing color and still-face images. The data complexity is 

increased in color images because the pixels are mapped to a high-dimensional space. This significantly decreases the 

accuracy and processing efficiency of face recognition [1]. In recent years, it has been inferred that deep learning 

works a lot better for large samples. On the contrary, it's also been observed that conventional machine learning 

mechanisms may perform optimally in relatively smaller datasets. Many proposed algorithms are there to identify and 

recognize human being face from the given dataset. The recent development in this field has facilitated us with fast 

processing capacity and high accuracy. The efforts also are getting in the direction to incorporate learning techniques 

during this complex computer vision technology. There are many existing systems to spot faces and recognized them. 

But the systems aren't so efficient to possess automated face detection, identification, and recognition. A lot of research 

work is going in this direction to increase the visual power of computers. Hence, there is a lot of scope for the 

development of visual and vision systems. 

 

 Motivation- Facial recognition may be a biometric software application capable of uniquely identifying or verifying 

an individual by comparing and analyzing patterns supported by the person’s facial contours. The technology is 

typically used for security purposes, though there's increasing interest in other areas of use. Facial recognition 

technology has received significant attention as it has the potential for a wide range of applications related to law 

enforcement as well as other enterprises like improved public security where Face recognition makes it easier to track 

down burglars, thieves, and trespassers. The technology can analyze the feed of private and public CCTV camera 

networks and fast and non-invasive identity verification where With Face recognition technology, companies can 

control access to facilities without long lines. Someday, systems will be able to verify identities without stopping 

anyone for checks, in banking wherewith face recognition, there are no passwords that hackers could compromise. 

Even if hackers stole your photo database, it would be of little use, as “liveness detection,” prevent using them for 

impersonation purposes, retail where increases customers loyalty and loss prevention, and better worker attendance 

systems where Everyone must pass face-scanning devices to check in for work. Paid hours begin from this moment 

until checkout (Also with facial recognition) etc.  

Problem Definition - The difficulties in face recognition are very real-time and natural. The face image can have 

ahead posed problems, illumination problems, facial expressions can also be a big problem. Hairstyle and aging 

problems can also reduce the accuracy of the system. There are often many other problems like occlusion, i.e., glass, 

scarf, etc., which will decrease the performance. Image may be a multi-dimension matrix in mathematics which will 

be represented by a matrix value. Image can be treated as a vector having magnitude and direction both. It is known 

as a vector image or image vector. Thus, identifying the glass in an image matrix is very difficult and requires the 
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latest approaches that can overcome these limitations.  

Objective Of the Project - The goal of this project is to create an efficient and effective model that will 

be able to identify and recognize a human face in a real-time video with better accuracy. 

 

Related Work 

 

  Mashhood Sajid et al. (2) proposed an abstract model using an integral confirmation process for an automated 

attendance system through facial recognition. Then the Gabor pollutants or Spurts are applied to pre-processed images 

and calculated Fiducial points. The measures of the facial features are calculated and matched to the image information 

stored in the storehouse database.  

   Rekha et al. (3) enforced a system i.e., automate the attendance system by integrating the face recognition 

technology using the Eigen Face database and PCA algorithm with MATLAB GUI. This system updates the attendance 

automatically after comparing the detected face with the original Eigen database in Ex eel distance integrated with 

MATLAB GUI.  

   Md. Sajid Akbar et al. (4) implement a model that recognizes faces using frequency Identification (RFID). The 

system detects the sanctioned scholars and counts them as they get in and get out of the classroom to keep the data of 

every pupil registered for a particular course in the attendance log and provides the necessary information.  

   Omar Abdul Rahman Salim et al. (5) use Raspberry Pi which is programmed to handle the face recognition by 

enforcing the Original Double Patterns algorithm LBPs. However, also the attendance results are going to be stored 

within the MySQL database, If the pupil's input image matches with the trained dataset image the prototype door will 

open using Servo Motor. The system gives 95 delicacies with the dataset of 11-person images.  

  Hemant Kumar Rathod et al. (6) presented an automatic Attendance System using Viola-Jones and HOG features 

alongside an SVM classifier. The system involves systems like image accession, face discovery, point birth, face 

bracket, face recognition and ultimately marking the attendance. Viola-Jones algorithm is used for face discovery and 

the Support vector machine (SVM) is used for the bracket.  

  Shireesha Chintalapati, M.V. Raghunadh, et al. (7) proposed a system to identify an unknown person. The face 

discovery is done using the Viola-Jones algorithm. LBPH is used for point birth and the face bracket can be done using 

SVM.  

  Atuegwu Charity etal. (8) use the face and point to take scholar attendance. After preprocessing a captured image, 

Star Element Analysis (PCA) algorithm was used for facial point birth while the Support Vector Machine (SVM) was 

used for the bracket. Fingerprints were captured using a point anthology. A thinning algorithm digitized and uprooted 

the ramifications from the scrutinized fingerprints. The logical fashion (OR) was used to fuse the two biometric data at 

the decision position.  

   Xiang-Yu Li and Zhen-Xian Lin etal. (9) proposed Face Recognition Grounded on Overeater and Fast PCA 

Algorithm. In this paper, a new system was proposed to break the problem of the low delicacy of face recognition under 

non-restrictive conditions. Originally, the Haar point classifier is used to prize the background hindrance data in the 

original data preprocessing stage. Also, the point data of the face is uprooted by the system of Overeater point birth. 

Also, the PCA dimensioned reduction is reused and the SVM algorithm is used to fete the face.  
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   Price evaluation model in alternate-hand auto system grounded on BP neural network proposition (10) Sun etal. 

proposed the application of an online trade-in vehicle value assessment model exercising the bettered BP neural system 

computation. They presented another enhancement fashion called Like Block-Monte Carlo Method (LB-MCM) to 

advance shrouded neurons. The outgrowth indicated that the advanced model yielded advanced fineness when varied 

with the nonupgraded model Grounded on the history affiliated workshop, we understood that none of them had 

executed inclination boosting strategy in the anticipation of trade-in vehicle cost at this point. In this way, we chose to 

construct a trade-in vehicle value assessment model exercising pitch helped fall trees.  

   Peerun,N.H. Chummun, andS. Pudaruth Predicting the Price of Alternate- hand Buses using Artificial Neural 

Networks (11), Peerun etal. did an examination to assess the exhibition of the neural system in employed vehicle value 

anticipation. The anticipated worth, in any case, isn't extremely near the real cost, particularly on vehicles with a more 

significant expenditure. They inferred that help vector machine falls hardly beat the neural system and straight relapse 

in anticipating employed vehicle cost.  

  Shubha and Meenakshi (12) proposed an LBP to fete real-time faces. The face image is represented by using 

information about the texture and shape. For representing the face exhaustively, the facial area is divided into different 

sections. LBP histograms are also wrested and are combined into a single histogram. Facial recognition is also used by 

the Nearest Neighbor classifier. Confirmation of the algorithm is carried out by contriving a prototype model that uses 

Jeer Pi single-board computer and MATLAB. The results indicate that the LBP algorithm’s face recognition rate is 

advanced when compared to other approaches.  

   Zhang et al (13) put forth a robust and effective algorithm that could carry out face recognition in complicated 

backgrounds. It's enforced with the help of a sequence of signal processing modes that included PCA, Haar-suchlike 

point, LBP, waterfall classifier, and Ada Boost. This algorithm makes use of a waterfall classifier for training eye and 

face sensors having perfection. Facial features are uprooted using the LBP descriptor that can descry faces snappily. 

Eye discovery is carried out using the algorithm which also helps in reducing the rate of false face discovery. The PCA 

algorithm is employed for feting faces directly. The face recognition algorithm is trained using large databases that have 

images of faces and non-faces. The delicacy rate of the algorithms is high for facial recognition.  

   Formerly and Elrefaei (14) proposed a system that combined SVM with CNN for facial recognition. The study 

takes into consideration the CNN armature that has recorded a good outgrowth in ILSVRC in recent times. As per the 

results, the model was suitable to attain better delicacy when compared to other ultramodern models. The delicacy was 

observed to be between 94 and 100. In addition to that, recognition bettered significantly over to 39.  

  Passos et al (15) proposed an aMulti-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and CNN for facial recognition. It's an open law 

deep- literacy- grounded system to perform facial recognition. Deep literacy approaches are employed to prize fiducial 

points and embedding. SVM is used for bracket tasks since it's presto for both training and conclusion. The system 

achieves an error rate of0.12103 for facial features discovery, which is close to state of art algorithms, and0.05 for face 

recognition. Either, it's able to run in real-time.  

   Schroff et al (16) presented a FaceNet system that directly maps a face from different images as Euclidean space. 

After the product of the space, face recognition tasks, clustering and verification are enforced using certain ways. The 

system makes use of a Convolutional network, unlike the tailback subcaste that's used in the former approaches. The 

main advantage then's the emblematic effectiveness. Face recognition can be attained using 128 bytes per face.  

  In 2019, exploration on University Classroom Attendance System Using FaceNet and Support Vector Machine. 
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The images attained will be detected and the results uprooted using Facenet and classified using SVM for facial 

recognition. This study compares the performance of 3 deep literacy model infrastructures, videlicet Facenet, VGG16, 

and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models. And the stylish delicacy results are attained, videlicet the Facenet 

model with an delicacy rate of99.6. In this study, only looking at the performance of the deep literacy architectural 

model, real-time recognition and threshold determination for facial recognition haven't been carried out (17). 

 

 

Methodology 

 

In this section, the face recognition process is carried out with five stages consisting of face input, pre-

processing, feature extraction, classification, and face recognition results. Then it will be implemented into 

the recognition system in real-time by comparing faces in the database with faces originating from webcam 

input classified to obtain the identity. 

The dataset of pictures taken was input images totaling 780 images of 5 person identities. Face position was 

taken by facing the camera. At the pre-processing stage, three processes were carried out, namely, detection, 

resizing, and cropping faces using the library's help from Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional Neural 

(MTCNN). Detection was used to determine the position of the face in each image which was then realized 

in the form of a bounding box. Then implemented the cropping based on the bounding box. After obtaining a 

face image would be scaled (resize) according to the input size of the model. For face extraction, FaceNet was 

built by Google researchers using a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) that maps images of a 

person's face into Euclidean spaces (collections of geometrical points) which are also called embedding. 

Embedding is obtained from the level of similarity and differences in faces so that if the face has a similarity 

the value will get closer, and if the face is different the value will get farther. In general, feature extraction 

using the FaceNet model as shown in Fig.1, the input images will be getting into the deep learning architecture 

and then normalized L2 and the result is facial features (embedding) that are trained using Triplet Loss [18]. 

Feature extraction will make a face image into a facial feature (embedding) in 128 dimensions. This extraction 

process user input in the form of images with 3 channels (RGB), which produced 128-dimensional vectors. 

Face recognition classification in this system uses SVM as shown in Fig.2 because it has good performance 

and is widely used in face recognition [19]. SVM works by giving dividing boundaries to 2 adjacent classes. 

Margin is the closest point between Hyperplane and the closest point of each class which is then called the 

Support Vector Machine [20]. 
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Implementation and Evaluation 

 

For accurate face recognition, we train two networks, MTCNN and FaceNet. MTCNN is used to detect the 

face[21]. Firstly, candidate windows are produced through a fast Proposal Network (P-Net). After that, we 

refine these candidates in the next stage through a Refinement Network (R-Net). In the third stage, the Output 

Network (O-Net) produces the final bounding box. and gets the exact coordinates of the face. Based on the 

results of face detection, face recognition is performed using FaceNet. The triplet loss, however, tries to 

enforce a margin between each pair of faces from one person to all other faces. This allows the faces for one 

identity to live on a manifold, while still enforcing the distance and thus discriminability to other identities. 

After training the model with different faces while testing in real-time we got an accuracy of 98% for a frame 

and an average accuracy of 96% for the frames containing pretrained faces. 

Future Enhancements 

Face recognition technology has come a long way in the last twenty times. Moment, machines can automatically 

corroborate identity information for secure deals, surveillance and security tasks, access control to structures, etc. These 

operations generally work in controlled surroundings and recognition algorithms can take advantage of the 

environmental constraints to gain high recognition delicacy. Still, coming- generation face recognition systems are 

going to have a wide operation in smart surroundings, where computers and machines are more like helpful sidekicks. 

To achieve this thing computers must be suitable to reliably identify near people in a manner that fits naturally within 

the pattern of normal mortal relations. They mustn't bear special relations and must conform to mortal anticipations 

about when recognition is likely. This implies that unborn smart surroundings should use the same modalities as humans 

and have roughly the same limitations. These pretensions now appear in reach still, substantial exploration remains to 

be done in making person recognition technology work reliably, in extensively varying conditions using information 

from single or multiple modalities. 

Conclusion 

 Real-time face Identification and Recognition are challenging due to dynamic changes in the human’s 

movements, expression, and patterns. Face recognition is an arising technology that can give numerous benefits. It can 

save coffers and time, and indeed induce new income aqueducts, for companies that apply it right. The automated face 

recognition system is a big grueling problem and has gained important attention in the last many decades. There are 

numerous approaches in this field. Ultramodern face recognition systems intended for complex surroundings have 

attracted huge attention in recent decades. Face recognition systems that are automated is a developing technology that 

has garnered a lot of interest. To break the problem, we've used the MTCNN face discovery system and FaceNet deep 

literacy approach to induce better delicacy in the identification process. We've trained the system has been tested on a 

wide variety of face images, with numerous feelings and numerous different angles other than anterior face images. We 

got a delicacy of 98 from the trained people images. 
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